Feral Cat Winter Shelter

The Neighborhood Cats Winter Shelter
For detailed instructions on how to build, click here
To view photos of how to assemble, click here. Picture trail courtesy of Arjun Ray.

Originally designed by Karin Hancock of Port Washington, NY, our favorite feral cat winter shelter has many advantages. The two-inch thick hard Styrofoam is excellent insulation and traps the cat's body heat, effectively turning the feline into a radiator. Air space is purposely limited, so there is less volume to be heated. Typically, 3 to 4 cats can fit comfortably inside, although more might curl up on a severely cold night.

The shelter is lightweight and should be weighed down. Best is to place two shelters about a foot apart with the doors facing each other. Bridge the gap by laying a piece of plywood across both roofs. Now the shelters are fully protected against the elements.

After the cats have begun using the shelters, you might try adding a flap door which the cats can easily pull back. A piece of a vinyl mat will do, attached by drilling (or poking) two holes above the door opening and using plastic nuts and bolts (like those used to attach toilet seats). Never place water inside because it could spill and get the cats wet, threatening their health.

Materials include an 8-foot sheet of hard Styrofoam (usually pink), a few linoleum floor tiles, a tube of silicone sealant and deck paint. Average cost will likely be in the range of $50 to $60 each. Ideally the Styrofoam will be cut with a table saw in order to keep the edges of the pieces straight.

The CSM Stray Foundation Winter Shelter
Here's another idea inspired by the CSM Stray Foundation in Kew Gardens, Queens:

Materials needed are: a large Rubbermaid storage bin, an eight foot by two foot sheet of one-inch thick hard Styrofoam, a yardstick, a box cutter or utility knife, and straw, shredded newspaper or other insulating material. Then assemble as follows:

1. Cut a doorway six inches by six inches in one of the long sides of the storage bin towards the corner. To prevent flooding, cut the opening so that the bottom of the doorway is several inches above the ground.
2. Line the floor of the bin with a piece of Styrofoam, using the yardstick and box cutter to cut out the piece.
3. In similar fashion, line each of the four interior walls of the bin with a piece of the
Styrofoam. Perfect cuts are not necessary. Don't make the Styrofoam go all the way up
to the top of the bin, but leave a uniform gap of at least three inches between the top of
these Styrofoam "wall pieces" and the upper lip of the bin. There needs to be room for an
interior Styrofoam "roof" to fit.
4. Cut out a doorway in the Styrofoam where it is lined up with the doorway that has been
cut out already in the storage bin. Trace the outline of the doorway on the Styrofoam first
before cutting.
5. Stuff the bottom of the bin with straw or other insulating material to hold the Styrofoam
interior wall pieces in place.
6. Cut out a Styrofoam "roof" to rest on top of the Styrofoam interior wall pieces.
7. Cover the bin with its lid.

This shelter can be cleaned by taking off the lid and the Styrofoam roof. It's also lightweight and
may need to be weighed down. A flap over the doorway is optional. Catnip can be sprinkled
inside at first to attract the cats.

Other Alternatives
Spay and Stay of Lake County, Illinois, offers detailed plans and photos on its website for
making inexpensive winter shelters from two Rubbermaid storage boxes. Click here for
instructions.

Bushwick Street Cats designed a storage bin shelter with a clever twist; this one uses
a plastic flowerpot to create a safe and sturdy entranceway for the cats. Find step-by-
step instructions here.

Another shelter created from Rubbermaid storage bins was designed by John V.; this version
features an interior panel that serves as a windbreak. For complete DIY instructions click here.

Simple shelters can be made from
styrofoam boxes. Look for them in places like supermarkets, fish stores and butcher shops.
Omaha steak boxes are excellent and a great way to recycle. Vaccines and medications that must
remain cold in transit are shipped in styrofoam containers so your veterinarian may also be a
good source. To make a shelter use a sharp utility knife to cut a 5" to 6" hole (anywhere but the
middle of the container's long side), weigh down the box with a brick and stuff with straw.
Painting is optional.
If you want to get fancy, get a large Igloo cooler and, with a jigsaw, cut a five to six inch round hole towards the left or right of one of the long sides. The attached lid will allow for easy cleaning.

Animalkind of Hudson County, NY, provides photos and instructions on its website for converting styrofoam packing containers into cold weather shelter: [http://www.all-creatures.org/ak/feral-shelter.html](http://www.all-creatures.org/ak/feral-shelter.html)

Caretaker Krista Rakovan created yet another cost-effective do-it-yourself styrofoam shelter; find photos and easy instructions [here](http://www.all-creatures.org/ak/feral-shelter.html) (pdf).

The **Rubbermaid Roughneck Homes Program** offers access to wholesale pricing on two of the most popular Rubbermaid Totes used for creating safe feral cat shelters. Find purchasing information and step-by-step instructions [here](http://www.all-creatures.org/ak/feral-shelter.html).

Want more ideas? View the webinar **Colony Care: Food & Shelter** for additional shelter designs plus invaluable cold weather tips. **Colony Care** is part of PetSmart Charities' 2014 **Supporting Community Cats** webinar series. The 60-minute presentation, instructed by Neighborhood Cats’ Directors Meredith Weiss and Lois McClurg is archived in the PetSmart Charities e-Learning Center. To view the recorded webinar go [here](http://www.all-creatures.org/ak/feral-shelter.html), then click "Catalog"; click "Supporting Community Cats"; click the session title; click "Enroll". Note, if you have not previously signed up to view webinars in the e-Learning center you'll need to create an account. The process takes less than a minute to complete.

**New York City - Local Resources**

**Shelters**

**Pre-made fish boxes** - Constructed from recycled styrofoam fish boxes covered with two 2-ml thick plastic liners and heat-welded straps. Straw included. It is important to place right side up as there are drainage holes. We recommend placing the shelters on something such as bricks or pieces of wood, not directly on the ground to allow for drainage.

Sizes and price:
Large approx. 34" l x 20" w x 20" h. Accommodates 2-3 adult cats. $20. Further discounts for bulk orders of 60 or more.

Options to purchase:
Pick up in Forest Hills, Queens
Contact Mary, FriendlyFerals@msn.com; (917) 579-5718

Pick up in Farmingdale, Long Island
Contact Joe, 3225621@gmail.com; (516) 322-5621
http://www.wintercatshelter.com (additional sizes available directly from Joe)

**Insulated Shelter** - Approx. dimensions 38" l x 16" w x 16" h. Made with a minimum 1" thick insulation. Floor is covered with vinyl tile (makes it scratch proof). Straw included. Accommodates 2-3 adult cats.

$60, cash only. Pick up in St. Albans, Queens. No shipping or delivery.
Contact: IANHENRYNY@aol.com; (646) 436-2301
For full details click [here](#)

- **Straw**

  - **CG Feeds** 2355 Arthur Kill Rd., SI, NY 10309; (718) 356-0220
  - **Jamaica Bay Riding Academy** 7000 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11234; (718) 531-8949 (call in advance)
  - **Aqueduct Barn** (917) 991-4068 (leave message)
  - **Triple Star Horse Feed** 2 Elzey Ave., Elmont, NY 11003; (516) 775-3333
  - **Chick's Nurseries Inc.** 8410 New Utrecht Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11214; (718) 256-8336

NYC caretakers, to download the list of ready-made shelters available for local purchase and sources for straw click [here](#) (pdf)

**Emergency Feral Cat Shelter!!**

In an emergency, such as the aftermath of a bad storm or a sudden cold snap, you can quickly make an adequate temporary shelter out of a cardboard box, plastic sheeting (or trash bags), duct tape and shredded newspaper. The cardboard provides some insulation, the plastic will keep the shelter dry and the newspaper will let the cats burrow in.

Take a cardboard box and tape all the seams shut with the duct tape. Wrap plastic sheeting (a drop cloth 3 mm thick is best) or a heavy duty trash bag (3 mm thick...
contractor bags are best) around the box, securing it by liberally and tightly wrapping duct tape around the sides of the box. Make as few seams as possible with the plastic and duct tape over any that are there. In one of the shorter sides and a few inches above the ground, cut open a doorway about 6 inches by 6 inches. It's important to leave a lip at the bottom of the doorway and not have the opening right on the ground. Use duct tape to hold the loose plastic around the doorway in place. Fill the interior up to the bottom of the doorway (and a little higher towards the back of the box) loosely with shredded newspaper.

Special tip! Put a smaller cardboard box inside a slightly larger one for added insulation.

If possible, place the box shelter underneath something to protect it, like a tree or a porch, and on top of something to raise it off the ground, like a pallet. Weigh it down with a couple of bricks or rocks, heavy enough to keep it in place but not to crush the top. For permanent winter shelter, consider one of the alternatives below.

FeralVilla
For $72.95 plus shipping, the manufacturer FeralVilla will send you a pre-fabricated wooden insulated shelter that you can assemble with a screwdriver. According to the website:

"The unique design has 2 levels -- a ‘labyrinth’-type lower level to keep out wind and water, and an insulated, upper level that allows the cat’s own body heat to be retained during cold weather.

"The overall size of The FeralVilla is 22" x 22" and about 21" high at the peak of the roof. The roof overhangs the main body by a couple inches to provide additional weather resistance.

"The basic construction materials are like those used in homes. All wood is painted to resist weathering and rot. The lower legs (that rest on the ground) are made from pressure treated lumber that is particularly resistant to rot and insect damage. Under normal outside conditions, the shelter is expected to last a minimum of 7 years."

Note: FeralVilla has just discontinued production of its wood construction shelters; once supplies are depleted the original design will be released using SmartSide materials. SmartSide, a man-made material, looks like wood but has greater durability and resists fungal decay. Pricing to be announced.
Insulation
The cats' shelter will be warmer and cozier if you put insulating material inside. The material must be dry and loose so that the cats can burrow into and underneath it. Straw is best, while shredded newspaper will also work. Remember, straw is NOT the same as hay which is used for animal feed. Straw repels moisture while hay draws and holds moisture. As a result hay can become moldy, triggering allergic responses and nasal sores. The worst choices for insulation are blankets, towels or folded newspaper. Because the cats can only lie on top of these materials, they actually draw out body heat and defeat the purpose. But do keep in mind, if you use insulating materials, you must be able to change them regularly in order to ensure they stay dry.

Looking for straw? Try these sources:

Stables and feed stores stock straw and may offer large bales at reasonable prices.

The Home Depot, Lowe's, some garden centers and craft stores such as Michael's and AC Moore sell small bales of straw used for decoration. These small bales are sufficient to stuff a couple of shelters each.

Another option - try speaking to stores, restaurants or banquet halls whose fall displays use bales of straw. After Thanksgiving they're usually discarded to make way for holiday displays. Ask to take the straw off their hands!

Here's two other ideas for insulation:

Take a cotton pillow case and loosely fill it with styrofoam peanuts, the kind used to pack fragile items during shipping. Tie the pillow case closed and put it inside the shelter. The pillow case will conform to the cat's body and wrap her in warmth-capturing peanuts. (Note: as packing peanuts are now often made from starch, which dissolves in water, it's helpful to place the peanuts in a plastic bag before putting them in the pillow case). (This idea originally comes from the book Maverick Cats: Encounters with Feral Cats by Ellen Perry Berkeley.)

One exception to the rule that insulating material must allow cats to burrow in, rather than sit on top is the Fleximat Mysterious Purr Pad. The pads can be placed on the floor of the shelter and will help to conserve body heat. Sold in packs of two pads.
Extreme Cold
Claudia Allen of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, lines the interior walls of her styrofoam shelters with a Mylar reflective blanket, which can be bought at survival stores as thermal safety blankets for people (in case your car gets stuck in the cold.) The Mylar reflects the cat's body heat back onto him and can make the difference in extreme temperatures, particularly in the more northern states and Canada. For a detailed explanation of how to build Claudia's Mylar-lined winter shelter, complete with photos, click here (pdf file).

Claudia also uses an outdoor heating pad in the shelter and an electric dish that she reports keeps water from freezing as low as minus 38 degrees F. These items can be found at smile.amazon.com (select Neighborhood Cats as your charity and Amazon will donate a portion of your purchase price!)

Caretakers have reported the Mylar blankets are also effective when laid on the floor of the shelter or attached to the walls. They don't absorb and take away body heat like ordinary blankets when a cat lies on top, but instead reflect heat back. That's why they're sold as emergency blankets for car travel in wintertime. Mylar blankets are very inexpensive, usually costing no more than a dollar or two each. Go to Amazon.com for a list of retailers and prices. If attaching to the interior walls, you can use freezer tape or, for a more permanent fix, carpenter glue. Be sure to tuck in any loose material at the seams so the cats aren't tempted to pull at or chew the loose material.